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Clifton’s Tree Canopy
Preserving, pruning and protecting Clifton trees are the DPW’s Shade Tree Crew, from left:
Christopher Tudda, Andrew Sobotor, Thomas Rodgers, Jason Aviles, Supervisor Giuseppe
Mannina, Julio Morales and Albert Perez.

Giuseppe Mannina and his crew pictured above are
on a long-term mission to improve the city’s green
canopy. While they do that literally on the road on a
daily basis, Director of Public Works Sergio Panuzio
and Recycling Coordinator Al DuBois hope to help the
cause by applying for a $20,000 NJ DEP forestry grant.
The Community Stewardship Incentive Program
(CSIP) grants are designed to “assist local governments
in the implementation of a State Forest Service
approved Community Forestry Management Plan.”
Clifton, a “Tree City USA” for the past 20 years, will
then address “high priority maintenance needs and
vacant planting sites inventory,” allowing it “to effectively manage tree hazards in a portion of Clifton and
aid the City in guiding future planting projects.”
Mannina has been on the city’s tree crew for the past
21 years and is now the Shade Tree Supervisor, sharing
his knowledge and experience with the next generation
of workers, as well as residents. “We preserve by trimming and shaping the trees,” he said. “We share what
we have learned with homeowners, educating them on
how best to take care of their trees on private property.
We only take a tree down if it becomes a safety matter.”
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Clifton tree crews have learned which tree species
better withstand severe storms, including hurricanes.
Moreover, those natural forces may interact with urban
trees, alone or in a small group, differently than in a
larger forest context.
Man-made obstacles, such as overhead wires and
lighting, can pose treetop limitations along streets and
highways. Further down that street, “you have to trim
for clearances because of trucks, tractor trailers, even
for events like a parade,” Mannina observed.
Then, at ground level, so-called “aprons,” or the
space between the sidewalk and the street, often are
narrow and can pose more potential problems. “We
need to plant the right tree in the right place,” he said.
Ideal conditions permitting, what trees does
Mannina prefer?
“I like American Elm trees, like that one at City Hall.
They have a beautiful branch structure and provide
great shade,” he said, and once lined the streets of most
New Jersey municipalities prior to being severely
reduced by Dutch Elm Disease. “I also like Honey
Locust trees; if you trim them, they look beautiful. And
they never fall down.”
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Celebrating 20 years as Tree City USA, Beautification members Fran Warren, George Held, Councilman Bill Gibson,
Glory Smith, Vivian Semeraro, Councilman Ray Grabowski, Angela Montague, Mayor Jim Anzaldi and Lynn Zehr show
young seedlings received from the NJ DEP Tree Recovery Campaign for replanting trees lost during Superstorm Sandy.

That’s not the case with various pear
trees once commonly planted, which
Mannina laughingly dubbed “overtime
trees,” explaining, “Every time we’d plant
them, seemingly 20 minutes later they
would split,” due to developing numerous,
low-height forks in the trunk prone to fracture and fall onto a given street. “The trimming is intense, as well,” he added.
The CSIP grant, once received, will help
Clifton identify existing high priority tree
maintenance needs within city rights-ofway and provide specific recommendations
for addressing those needs.
Maintenance recommendations on a
“work list” format, sorted by area and street
address, will aid necessary work in a systematic and efficient manner.
A vacant planting sites list, also sorted
by area and street address and by structural
limitations, will allow Clifton to choose
sites by available growing space or by
neighborhood, as funds allow.
Mannina, for one, would like to reinforce
the tree canopy on the City Hall campus,
pictured. “It used to have far more trees,”
he lamented. “Now we’re down to four.”
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